
QUEST topics 15 Nov 2013:

The goal for this week’s discussion is to flush out the use of QUEST tenet

consistent version of the Larue model (Hypothetical-thinking based on cognitive

decoupling and thinking dispositions in a dual cognitive agent) that is an

implementation of the Stanovich tripartite framework specifically for the driver

problem of Automated Detection, Tracking, and Identification of mobile Missiles

in contested environments.  Below we have the Capt Amerika current tenet list.

There are 3 tenets – Structural Coherence (although I could fold this under

characteristics of the Situation Tenet, Situation and Simulation tenet.  Note this

approach makes us very consistent with the Evans and Stanovich defining

characteristics of Type II processing (working memory intensive, simulation

(cognitively decoupled – hypothetical) – this points out we need to really discuss

our focus on situations being the fundamental unit of conscious cognition.  The

sub-tenets are included to provide insights into implementing either using the

LaRue model or other means of implementation.

1.     Structural Coherence

1.     Interaction – enough fidelity with reality (bits of awareness info) facilitate

conscious driven interaction  (situations are learned via interactions)

2.     There is a similarity measure applicable for the conscious representation –

(color wheel example) – the similarity measure is between situations

2.     Situation based processing (situations as variables) – fundamental unit of

conscious cognition

1.     Links (types of links, possibly capture similarity, meaning as what links are

evoked – source of exformation – entities are defined based on how they are

situated that is there meaning)

2.     Gists as key part of representation–low bandwidth representation –what is

situated

3.     Mulitmodal – integrates  multiple sensors representation into common

framework – part of situated

4.     One quale at a time – for any aspect of the illusory cartesean theater

(example invertible illusions)

5.     Qualia Theory of Relativity – only value (meaning) is in the relationships

between (dictionary)



6.     Narrative based representation – situated in time / space / multiple

modalities

7.     TD/BU – means to do context - rapid high level first –

8.     Types of Qualia types of situations - time as a quale, Affect as a quale, types

of speech, ToM – (Evolving not static), aha and negative aha (means to know

what is known and what is NOT known by the agent)

1.     Self – special type of qualia/situation (qualia self interacts with Continuity,

unity, embodiment, sense of free will, reflection)

3.     Conscious representation of situations are done via simulation (cognitively

decoupled)

1.     simulation is an organized body of knowledge that produces specific

simulations of a situation’s instances

2.     Imagined past, imagined present, imagined future – cognitively decoupled

3.     Exformation (pattern completion inferring mechanism)

4.     Compression (infinite number of stimuli into a single quale, low bandwidth

50 bits/sec)

News Articles

1. Connecting to the internet of things

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/521606/jawbones-new-wristband-ad

ds-you-to-the-internet-of-things/

Wearable devices like fitness trackers allow us to use technology to learn

more about ourselves... Jawbone introduced the latest version of its Up

wristband, a rubber-coated device and associated smartphone software for

tracking exercise, sleep patterns, and other activity. The new version, Up 24,

features a small but significant upgrade: it can wirelessly sync your activity

with an iPhone throughout the day by using the newer, lower-power

Bluetooth standard, Bluetooth Low Energy, to transfer data...wristband’s

ability to sync more often with an iPhone allows the software to automatically

let you know how you slept in the morning or alert you when you’re close to

hitting a fitness goal. But the added capability could also let Up 24 use your

activity as a catalyst for all kinds of actions. A refreshed version of the Up
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smartphone software continues to support third-party apps including IFTTT (If

This, Then That), which lets you use the Web to automate responses to certain

triggers...existing version of Up could be connected to IFTTT in a way that

would, for instance, record any photo you upload to Instagram, Up 24 and the

new Up software could also use IFTTT to do things like turn off “smart”

Internet-connected lights in your bedroom when you hit the single button on

the wristband that lets it know you’re going to sleep, or—even smarter—turn

them on gradually once Up 24 knows you’ve been asleep for eight

hours.Jawbone says that the new software and wristband, available

Wednesday, will initially only be able to trigger actions through IFTTT when

you get up after sleeping; they will soon be able to spark actions when you are

going to sleep, too...Up 24, which costs $150 ($20 more than the

current-generation Up), is the same size as the previous version, but it

replaces the former’s textured zigzag design with a wave-like one, and the

battery on the new version is expected to last for a week, rather than 10 day...

so-called Internet of Things—the idea of connecting traditionally unwired

devices to the Web and to each other to greatly expand their capabilities—has

blossomed. In the consumer electronics space this has happened with the

arrival of gadgets like Nest’s smart thermostat and forthcoming smoke

detector, and SmartThings’ smartphone-connected sensors…competing

devices like Nike’s Fuelband and Fitbit’s array of wrist-worn and clip-on

activity trackers, Bogard said Jawbone wanted to wait until Bluetooth Low

Energy was more common on smartphones...Bogard expects people will use

Up 24’s continual connectivity for simple things at first, saying it’s “really early

days” for applications like setting your coffeemaker to turn on in the morning

when Up detects you’ve started moving around. “This is probably more of a

sign of where this is starting to go, rather than ‘everyone’s going to go do that

today,’ ” he said…

2. Cancer Treatments

http://medicalxpress.com/news/2013-11-world-largest-disease-database-artifici

al.html
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new cancer database containing 1.7 billion experimental results will utilise

artificial intelligence similar to the technology used to predict the weather to

discover the cancer treatments of the future...system, called CanSAR, is the

biggest disease database of its kind anywhere in the world and condenses more

data than would be generated by 1 million years of use of the Hubble space

telescope...launched today (Monday 11 November) and has been developed by

researchers at The Institute of Cancer Research, London, using funding from

Cancer Research UK...new CanSAR database is more than double the size of a

previous version and has been designed to cope with a huge expansion of data

on cancer brought about by advances in DNA sequencing and other

technologies...resource is being made freely available by The Institute of Cancer

Research (ICR) and Cancer Research UK, and will help researchers worldwide

make use of vast quantities of data, including data from patients, clinical trials

and genetic, biochemical and pharmacological research...prototype of CanSAR

was on a much smaller scale, it attracted 26,000 unique users in more than 70

countries around the world, and earlier this year was used to identify 46

potentially 'druggable' cancer proteins that had previously been

overlooked*...new database will drive further dramatic advances in drug

discovery by allowing researchers access to, and the ability to interact with,

unprecedented amounts of multidisciplinary data in seconds...CanSAR now

contains more than eight million experimentally derived measurements, nearly

one million biologically active chemical compounds and data from over a

thousand cancer cell lines. It also contains drug target information from the

human genome and model organisms. Research that had previously taken

months to complete will now take only minutes…

3. Facial Recognition

http://www.usatoday.com/story/nation/2013/11/12/facial-recognition-softwar

e-iarpa-upgrade/3506157/

U.S. intelligence community is pushing a leap forward in facial recognition
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software that will enable it to determine better the identity of people through a

variety of photographs, video and other images...Janus, the program run by the

Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Agency (IARPA), "seeks to improve face

recognition performance using representations developed from real-world video

and images instead of from calibrated and constrained collections. During daily

activities, people laugh, smile, frown, yawn and morph their faces into a broad

variety of expressions. For each face, these expressions are formed from unique

skeletal and musculature features that are similar through one's lifetime. Janus

representations will exploit the full morphological dynamics of the face to enable

better matching and faster retrieval."...Janus program will start in April 2014 and

run for four years. During that time, the agency hopes to "radically expand the

range of conditions under which automated face recognition can establish

identity."...Civil liberties groups, such as the American Civil Liberties Union and

the Electronic Privacy Information Center, have raised concerns about unchecked

uses of facial recognition software…

4. Bilingual and dementia

http://www.theguardian.com/science/2011/feb/18/bilingual-alzheimers-brain-p

ower-multitasking

Research suggests that bilingual people can hold Alzheimer's disease at bay for

longer, and that bilingual children are better at prioritising tasks and

multitasking...Learning a second language and speaking it regularly can improve

your cognitive skills and delay the onset of dementia...study suggests that

bilingual speakers hold Alzheimer's disease at bay for an extra four years on

average compared with monoglots. School-level language skills that you use on

holiday may even improve brain function to some extent...bilingual children who

use their second language regularly are better at prioritising tasks and

multitasking compared with monolingual children..."Being bilingual has certain

cognitive benefits and boosts the performance of the brain, especially one of the

most important areas known as the executive control system," ..."We know that

this system deteriorates with age but we have found that at every stage of life it
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functions better in bilinguals. They perform at a higher level. It won't stop them

getting Alzheimer's disease, but they can cope with the disease for longer."...She

said switching between different languages seems to stimulate the brain so that it

builts up a cognitive reserve. "It is rather like a reserve tank in a car. When you

run out of fuel, you can keep going for longer because there is a bit more in the

safety tank."...Bialystock said her team was now researching whether using two

or more languages resulted in any physical changes to the brain, in addition to

improving cognition. Early results suggest that it may change brain size….

5. Rhythm and brains

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-24124158

Moving in time to a steady beat is closely linked to better language skills...People

who performed better on rhythmic tests also showed enhanced neural

responses to speech sounds.

The researchers suggest that practising music could improve other skills,

particularly reading

..."We know that moving to a steady beat is a fundamental skill not only for

music performance but one that has been linked to language skills,"...researchers

found that those who had better musical training also had enhanced neural

responses to speech sounds. In poorer readers this response was diminished...
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